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This thesis proposed the optimal energy management system for microgrids 

under uncertainties. The most remarkable uncertainty for electricity entities lies in the 

energy demand and generation in the power systems. Many renewable energy 

generation sources are integrated into the power network because renewable 

resources provide guidelines for minimizing the network's environmental impact. 

However, renewable resources have volatile production energy and are unavailable at 

peak power output. Maximizing the utilization of renewable energy sources requires 

accurate forecasting due to its inherent uncertainty. Accurate forecasting is essential 

to guarantee reliable operation conditions and planning for generation capacities. This 

thesis presents an optimization-based microgrid energy management system 

incorporating demand response (DR) to tackle the issues of generation and demand 

uncertainties. To address this problem, uncertainty modeling is typically executed by 

a statistics-based stochastic process. The former is evaluated by modeling synthetic 

samples or scenarios in the input model for decision-making optimization. The latter 

model applied a simple stochastic process in the sophisticated decision-making model. 

However, it is hard to interface the complex scenario-based forecasting models and 

the sophisticated decision-making model. Therefore, this thesis highlights the 

interfacing of deep-learning-based time-series forecasting models with decision-making 

models. Forecasted information is embedded into the optimization problems due to 

the uncertain nature of demand and renewable generation. The day-ahead availability 

of power generation and microgrid demand were forecasted on the test system. The 

energy demand and RE generation forecasting are employed along with the Gate 

Recurrent unit  (GRU),  and  the  out  results  of  the  Gate  Recurrent  unit  (GRU)  are  
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